Dear colleagues, dear friends

Below you will find the finalized agenda of our RCE Europe meeting and the participant list. More detailed informations about the different workshop I will send you tomorrow separately.

We got a response from 25 RCE out of 42 RCE. 19 RCE will join the meeting. 6 RCE had to cancel their participation for several reasons.

The visit of the exhibition fair&friends is for all participants of the European RCE meeting for free. The organizer of fair&friends open a voucher code ”RCE” on their ticket shop webpage. On this page fair&friends it is possible to redeem a voucher code quickly and easily. The Voucher Assistant will guide you step-by-step through the process of ordering your discounted Print@Home-Ticket for download. You will additionally receive your ticket by e-mail (PDF document) to print it out directly. If you redeem such a voucher, your complete contact details and the date of your visit will be sent to the exhibitor who has provided you with the voucher.

When you arrive at the venue you will find an information desk of RCE Europe. Dana Sarbin will help you to find the different places, where we will held our meeting.

Best wishes

Detlev

RCE Denmark (David Rangan; Lars Myrthu-Nielsen), RCE Ruhr (Peter Reichenbach) and RCE Oldenburger Münsterland (Detlev Lindau-Bank) will carry out the programme. Please, do not hesitate to send us your proposals.

RCE OM
Detlev Lindau-Bank

London RCE
Ros Wade

RCE Ruhrgebiet
Peter Reichenbach

FAIR FRIENDS
Karin Lauerwald
Agenda of European RCEs meeting
from September 8th and September 9th, 2017

Venue:
Messe Westfalenhallen Dortmund GmbH, Strobelallee 45, 44139 Dortmund

Aims:
- Community building
- Discussing actions on GAP and SDG’s Europe-wide
- Continuing the discussion of the topics raised during the European RCE meeting held in London, June 2016
- Sharing the work of European RCEs and learning from each other
- Developing joint ventures and beginning to plan potential collaborative activities
- Seeking a funding strategy
- Enjoying networking with like-minded colleagues

Outputs:
- A report of the meeting
- Publication as a joint activity of European RCEs
- Contribution to Fair Friends (Market place of RCEs in Europe)
- Agenda for future work of RCEs in Europe

RCE-Meeting Programme

Thursday 7th September 2017
17.00 - 18.30  Come together, refreshments, registration at the RCE market place
19.00        Dinner

Friday 8th September 2017
9.00- 9.30  Registration and refreshments
9.30 – 10.30 Welcome and introductions (venue: Halle 3B Bühne 3B.C26)
            • Official opening
            • Kick-off speech

10.30 – 11.00  Coffee break
11.00 – 12.30 Community building with Manitonquat ((venue: Halle 3B Bühne 3B.C26)

Manitonquat (born 1929) shows us his community building method “The way of the circle”
12.30 – 13.00 Introduction to the topics and workshops (chairs of workshops)
            Clustering
13.00 – 13.30 Lunch
Friday 8th September 2017

13.30 – 14.00  Plenary – Keynote:
Refugees, migration and the contribution of the European RCE-community
(Ros Wade, RCE London)

14.15 – 15.00  Workshop Session 1
  • BEnE Munich - Participation and ESD (Annette Rinn, Thomas Schwab, Reiner Schmidt)
  • London RCE - Refugees and migration (Ros Wade, RCE London)

15.00 – 15.30  Coffee break

15.30 – 16.30  Guided tour of “Fair Friends”

16.30 - 17.15  Workshop session II
  • RCE Stettiner Haff - Projekt „Zukunft 2000m2 – der Weltacker in Rothenklempenow
  • RCE Belarus - "Science shop: the tool for integration of education and sustainable development" in cooperation with IBB, Dortmund
  • RCE Oldenburger Münsterland - Curriculum development for ESD in vocational schools (Detlev Lindau-Bank, Lukas Scherak)

17.30 – 18.15  Workshop session III
  • RCE Scotland - Promoting meaningful engagement and action on the UN Sustainable Development Goals (RCE Scotland, Betsy King)
  • RCE Dublin - “Dublin in the coming times” Project
    Dr Charlotte Holland, Dr Carmel Mulcahy, Dr Tanja Tillmanns
  • RCE Czech - Introduction

18.30 – 19.00  Plenary session – presentation of workshop results

19.15  Dinner at Mondo Mio (3 minutes’ walk from the fair venue)
Saturday 9th September 2017

9.30 – 10.00  Opening session

10.00 – 11.00  Planning for tomorrow - Future of RCEs in Europe and ESD
Panel discussion with
Michel RICARD, Président de l’Université Virtuelle Environnement et Développement durable –UVED,
Zinaida Fadeeva, UNU-IAS;
Ros Wade, London RCE;
Betsy King, RCE Scotland;
Detlev Lindau-Bank, RCE Oldenburger Münsterland)

Chair: Anja Bardey, RCE Ruhr

11.00 – 11.30  Coffee break

11.30 – 12.30  Sustainable Production and consumption - managing the balancing act between regional and global challenges
(Panel discussion with
Zinaida Fadeeva, UNU-IAS),
Peter Reichenbach, RCE Ruhr;
Jorge Jorge Huichalaf Díaz, Presidente Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crédito Endógena Mapuche Kūme Mogen, Chile
Ute Marker, Akademie face it

Chair: Anja Bardey, RCE Ruhr

12.30 – 13.00  Plenary discussion about the future of RCEs. Building up groups for the following discussions)

Saturday 9th September 2017

13.00 – 14.00  Lunch and networking

14.00 – 15.00  Group discussions about joint activities of RCEs in Europe
  • Joint publication (Detlev Lindau-Bank)
  • Fund raising
  • TING network (Peter Reichenbach, RCE Ruhr)
  • Country reports
  • ...

15.00 – 16.00  Wrap up and closing ceremony with Manitonquat
Following 16 RCE and 3 RCE candidates (44 persons) from 10 different countries confirmed their participation:

RCE Bordeaux
   Michel Ricard

RCE Brittany
   Pierre Cocherli,
   Francoise Laveuve,
   Salim Lardjane

RCE Denmark
   Lars Myrthu-Nielsen
   David Rangan
   N.N.
   N.n.

London RCE
   Ros Wade
   Hugh Atkinson
   Lynn Vickery

RCE Severn
   Miriam Webb

RCE Scotland
   Betsy King

RCE Graz-Styria
   Thomas Drage

RCE candidate Upper Austria
   Manuela Mittermaier

RCE BeNE Munich
   Annette Rinn
   Reiner Schmidt
   Thomas Schwab

RCE Ruhrgebiet
   Peter Reichenbach
   Vera Dwors
   Anja Bardey

RCE Oldenburger Münsterland
   Detlev Lindau-Bank
   Lukas Scherak
   Margit Stein
   Ulrich Schulte-Wieschen

RCE Stettiner Haff
   Detlef Rabethge
   Jochen Elberskirch
   Tobias Till Keye

RCE Hamburg
   Ivonne Stresius

RCE candidate Ostwürttemberg
   Daniela Dorrer
RCE Czechia
   Jana Dlouha
   Jiri Dlouhy
   N.N.

RCE Dublin
   Charlotte Holland
   Tanja Tillmanns

RCE Nizhny-Novgorod
   Igor Arzhenovskiy
   Andrey Dhakin

RCE Espoo
   N.N.

RCE candidate Belarus
   Sofia Savelava
   Hanna Robilka
   Norbert Steinhaus

UNU-IAS
   Zinaida Fadeeva

Externa Partner
   OPEDUCA-Project
   Jos Eussen

Cancelled:
RCE Nürnberg
   Christian Büttner
RCE South Tyrol
   Johanna bernhardt
RCE Vienna
   Christian Rammel
RCE Espoo
   Marii Nuutinnen
RCE Skane
   Yvonne Brogaard Nelson
RCE East Midlands
   Margret Fleming
   Hugh Fenton
UNU-advisor for Europe
   Jos Hermans
External Partner
   Pinar Gunar